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"VX7E are glad to see the societies taking some action in regard to securing an orator for Commencement. The
earlier our arrangements for securing
an orator can he perfected the better
chance we stand of securing some one
who will give additional interest to
Commencement week. Many of the
colleges have already secured their
orators. If we wait till late, we shall
he obliged to take whom we can get,
not whom we wish. Our Commencement at its best is commonplace
enough. Let us do our part as undergraduates in making it representative
of active vitality.
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We feel that among many, perhaps
all, of our students the physical development is sadly neglected. It is
neglected by students for the same
reason that college work would be neglected, were no more work required of
the student than he was disposed to
do voluntarily. Work is done in the
gymnasium only as the Impulses of the
student recommend it. In our regular
college work every possible incentive is
used to secure greater effort and
thoroughness. From these facts it is
plain at what immense disadvantage is
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the physical, as opposed to mental
culture, in its demands upon our time.
Now, no doubt the proper remedy
for this evil is to make work in the
gymnasium compulsory. Such a plan
would, of course, be attended by :i
considerable increase in college expenses, and for this reason its adoption
ought not, perhaps, to be urged at
present.
Till Bates is ready for this new departure, it behooves us, as students, to
keep clearly in view the importance of
gymnasium work. Very much can be
done, even in our gymnasium, without
a trainer. Regular daily wprk should
be done.
It'requires a firm resolve
and will power to inaugurate such a
plan in the distribution of one's time,
but after it is inaugurated and sustained by force of habit, the victory is
won. Let students think of this. It
will pay us.
The practice of hazing Freshmen
may be generally defined as a cruel
and barbarous custom.
The gradual
disappearance of the practice from our
colleges is justly hailed as an advance
in civilization.
Nevertheless, while
systematic hazing is deservedly unpopular, it seems to us that a judicious
application of the old disciplinarian,
upon certain bad cases, would not be
without a salutary effect.
It is not our purpose! to assail the
rights of Freshmen or deny them any
of the privileges that they may justly
claim. There is no man that we respect more than we do a Freshman, of
the self-respecting and nhnd-his-ownbusiness type. What we do assail is

the attempt to use " elevators " in college. When we see a Freshman assuming the prerogatives of uppcrclassmen, or the license of Sophomores, our
hearts swell -within us and we long for
the days of -i auld lang syne," when
the sharp, quick remedy for this intolerable presumptuousness was at
hand. The college world does not
differ from other spheres of action.
Plodding first, and then the longed-for
goal.
Not b}' one long stride does the
traveler reach the top of the mountain,
but step by step. Not by one grand
bound docs the child become a man,
but by growth so gradual and slow as
to pass unobserved. No more can the
Freshman span his initiatory year. If
he attempts it lie will only deceive
himself, and. although he does not
receive the old-time scourging, yet he
will receive what is infinitely worse,
though not always so effective a remedy, the contempt of all. • In college,
as elsewhere, let a man be content to
work up and avoid " elevators."
The students' life is in many respects laborious and wearisome. To
lie sure it has its sunny places, but, so
perverse is human nature, we are apt
to let the dark clouds of despair and
discontent overshadow the bright
places.
The daily routine of studies
becomes monotonous, and at the last of
the week the student, thinking that he
has faithfully performed his duty thus
far, is inclined to become delinquent
in his work. The sound of the bell on
Friday afternoons announcing the close
of the last recitation for the week is

•
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heard with delight, and, so closely has
the faithful student applied himsVlf
during- the week, it is not strange that
such is the case.
A course of lectures upon some interesting subject, delivered weekly each
term, would break up this monotony,
and would be both instructive and refreshing. It would be like an oasis in
the desert for the footsore and weary
traveler. We notice through our exchanges that this plan has been adopted
at other colleges, anil is meeting with
good success. Why can we not have
this privilege here? It is not necessary
to procure a great orator, or a profound theologian—to understand whom
it would be well to carry an unabridged
dictionary under each arm,—but these
lectures could be delivered by members
of our own Faculty, or, should it not
seem best for them to do so. perhaps,
for a small remuneration, some of the
Auburn clergy might be induced to
attend to this matter. We submit this
idea to the careful consideration of the
Faculty.
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have him put implicit confidence in all
its theories, but to apply the test of
every day practice to those theories to
see if they are pure metal.
Very frequently the class fails to get
over a great part of the lesson as given
in the book, but the imaginary visits to
the market, the cotton mill, the shoe
shop, or the bank, which Prof. Stanley
can make so real, gives so much
broader views on the subject than the
hook does that every one must see the
advantages of such a course.
In dealing with the subjects of Protection and Free Trade we have been
forcibly reminded of a remark in the
Yale Record to the effect that Prof.
Sumner became fairly eloquent while
speaking to the students on the advantages of Free Trade over Protection. Prof. Stanley gets eloquent in
seeking the truth, and does not hesitate to adopt the good under whatever
name it may come. We are sure that
the class appreciates his efforts, and
will lie greatly benefited by this term's
work with him.

Relieving that it conies within the
It is to be regretted that any one
province of a college magazine to be- should be guilty of such a mean act as
stow praise as well as to find fault, we I the opening of mail matter, especially
venture to speak of Prof. Stanley's ' letters, that belong to other students.
method of conducting his recitations in Nevertheless somebody has demeaned
Political Economy. He makes it very himself by opening at least three letinteresting by combining the lecture ters, that were awaiting their owners,
system—though he would probably not in the reading-room. Let the one who
call his talks lectures—with the daily did it. ask himself how he would like
recitation system, in just the right to have his mail treated in the same
proportion to avoid any disadvantages way. It is hardly possible to attribute
that might attend either alone. His I such an act to thoughtlessness. Whataim is not to get from the student ten ever the reason may be, it is certainly
or fifteen pages of "Wayland," and not the work of a gentleman. We ac-
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knowledge that the system of delivery
is faulty, but as long as it remains as
it is at present let every one remember
ami " do unto others as you would that
they should do unto you," with respect
to mail at least.
Those who had anticipated finding
in Matthew Arnold the typical Englishman and scholarly gentleman were
not disappointed.
The lecture on
',' Numbers" gave an opportunity of
following the analysis of national traits
in character and arts of which Mr.
Arnold is confessedly a master. Clearness, acuteness, and honesty were
among the qualities of the lecturer.

"When the question of the unsoundness

this question that the peculiar beauty
and strength of the style of Mr.
Arnold was displayed. We have purposely used the word style, for we confess that we cannot lind in the conception and formation of the lecture the
thought which would place the lecturer
among the great thinkers. This does
not necessarily imply that the lecturer
was commonplace.
The examples
from English and French history furnished a profitable study. Mr. Arnold
showed that moral qualities governed
nations. He pointed out the source of
France's evil, and then added that if
France were small the remnant would
not suffice to reform and save. The
fact that France or the United States
has a large remnant, not large relatively, but numerically, may be essential in saving our institutions, but we
cannot see that it has so much to do
as other saving conditions that were
only incidentally mentioned.

of the majority and the saving power
of the remnant—a question of peculiarly vital importance in our country —
is presented by so distinguished a visitor, we ought to give him, at least, a
thoughtful hearing.
Mr. Arnold has been accused in
We are pleased to see so much inEngland of unduly pointing out the
faults of his own countrymen and the i terest and enthusiasm displayed in the
merits of foreigners. He himself lias | formation and support of a college
said that such a tendency is necessary band. There are several very good
to the welfare of both England and players among the numbers now conAmerica, lint if, from this, we should stituting the band, and we will gladly
:
expect him to praise us while he is in endure the discords of the beginners in
our midst, we forget his mission as a hopes of an excellent musical organiA little
critic. Certainly no one can accuse zation in the near future.
Mr. Arnold of flattering the American good work and a quantity of faithful
people. He has spoken to us as he practice is all that is required. A
would speak to his own countrymen, good band at Bates would not only be
thus showing the universality of his a pleasure to the students and friends
of the college, but would be a source
own soul.
If we admit, with Plato and the of profit to such an organization finansages, that the majority are unsound, cially. We are confident that the enwhat is saving? It was in answering terprise will he successful.
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LITERARY.
THE MYSTERY.
BY

A. F,.,

JR.,

'84.

How gently floats the lofty cloud,
Enshrined in distant charm;
How proudly sails the gallant ship.
Majestieal and calm.
Ah tell mo why the azure sky
Grows dark and threatening.
And why from cloud to cloud should leap
The angry lightning.
Why should the calm and peaceful deep
Upheave its cruel waves,
And plunge despairing mariners
Into untimely graves ?
O law unknown,-decree of fate
Too deep for man to know,—
And yet it must he for the best
Else had it not heen so.
From ocean's face the cloudlets rise,
And proudly sail on high;
Yet scarce a blessing they impart
Until they fall and die.
The shower that falls so gently down
Bespeaks the cloudlet's death:
Those words of greatest influence
Come from departing breath.
♦ ♦♦

DESIGN AS AFFECTED BY
EVOLUTION.
BY

O. H. T., »82.

rpiiACE back the path of progress
and it leads everywhere amid the
gigantic rains of the past, over Che
ashes of fallen empires, over the

dost of faded races, past mouldering
monuments of thought, past the silent
tombs of forgotten doctrines, and the
tenantless walls of exploded theories.
But we must remember it is the false
alone that suffer death. Whatever is
true, whatever is good, whatever is
beautiful, whatever is beneficial to
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the race lives and flourishes. Engines of war and implements of
husbandry are set aside, only when
superior inventions can (ill their places.
And ideas are laid upon the shelf as
obsolete, only to give place to higher
and broader conceptions.
Every age
witnesses the death of some longestablished custom, some opinion once
prevalent, some pet theory. Not in
haste do men bury the offspring of
their thought, but reluctantly and with
tears.
We cling to our modes of thought as
to our habits of character. Painful
and slow is the birth of a new idea;
with suspicion and jealousy its growth
is watched until it must be accepted.
Wherever a groat law has been unveiled, a great fact announced, it has
seemed to unsettle old opinions and
beliefs, and has therefore generally
received the fiercest opposition. And
so it is when the theory of evolution
is advanced to-day, with the great body
of Christian people.
To admit the
theory they think would be to do away
with the idea of a designing mind in
the universe.
But let us look for a moment at the
theory of evolution and the meaning
of design. Evolution is but a mode of
upbuilding iu which we view tin- work
of creation at its various stages. And
because we can trace the course of
creation from the simple to the complex, I do not see as we need to lose
any confidence in guidance of God
unto the grand result obtained, or why
the process of reaching it should detract from the beauty or meaning of
the work. Evolution means that form
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simple forms in the course of countless
ages have been developed the higher
and complex—perhaps man himself.
Whether this be true or not, whether
from one or a few simple forms has
sprung all this stupendous pageantry
of complex being, we know not, but
we do know that natural selection is
an important factor in the great result, that it explains more, and is simpler
than any other theory that has ever
been advanced, and that it has gained
great favor with scientific men. That
the theory tends to unsettle old ideas
is of course true.
But the merely
human is always changing.
The
process of tearing down merely human
theories is continually going on, but
only that in the end truth may be
placed on a higher and broader
foundation, and truth need never lie
feared.
Design means that the world about
us is full of adaptations of means to
ends as the result of pre-existing
thought. No one will be so bigoted as
to deny what seems to be design.
There is absolutely no end to the illustrations of what is meant by this ; but
with the advancement of the theory of
evolution and natural selection, the
question arises, Will not the laws and
forces that are known to operate so
largely in modifying existing forms explain the whole, without supposing any
design at all. In other words, can we
not do without a designer and attribute
all things to the working of law. Perhaps we might allow the last, but never
to a blind and unintelligent law. Or.
der, and beauty, and harmony, and
adaptation, and benevolence are not

the fruits of such a chance-order of
succession.
Back of the law that produces them,
evidently exist the qualities and attributes of mind and of infinite mind.
How much of the government and creation is direct and how much indirect we
do not know ; but that there is an intelligent adaptation of means to ends
we do know. Doctrines and systems
may be false, but this is true. And
when you push the circle of secondary
causes to its farthest limits this remains, and all evolution can do is to
give a wider sweep to the circle. However removed from us, the great first
cause must still be sought. The fact
of design, of the eternal fitness of
things, is still undisputed. The origin
of all this order and harmony, this nice
adjustment, must be sought, not in an
infinite chaos, not in a blind necessity,
not in the operation of an unintelligent, unthinking law, not in an eternally potent matter, but in an infinite
intelligence, wisdom, harmony, beauty,
justice, love.
Everything about us bears the marks
of divine workmanship. We see it in
beast, and bird, and creeping thing.
We see it in the many-tinted robe of
earth and in the starry canopy that
overarches all. We see it in the golden
flush of morning, and in the fading
glories of the day. And because we
cannot find the Great Workman within
the reach of "tube and lens," shall
we deny that He exists ? As well deny
that sunlight and dew play any part in
inflorescence because, forsooth, we
cannot see those magical fingers at
their work. No! let evolution prove
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as much as it will, it but removes one
stage, the great first cause, and to the
devout mind gives a grander conception of his process in creation. This
is all. Man is no less man, no less the
crown of creation ; his intellect is no
less bright. The impassible gulf between him and the lower animals still
remains. From his mind alone comes
the cogito, ergo sum. He alone perceives the order, harmony and litness
that reigns around. He alone deals
with mathematical relations. He alone
reaches out after the infinite and seeks
an explanation. And what shall we
say of the finite mind? Is it a quality
of matter—was it evolved from whirling atoms? Or, while it resides in
matter for a time, does it still bear the
impress of the Mind which sustains
and governs all, still speak
" Of the soul's intraceable descent

From that high fount of spirit, thro' the snides
Of intellectual being, till it mix
With atoms vague, corruptible .and dark,
Nor even then, tho' sunk in earthly dross,
Corrupted all, nor its etherial touch
Quite lost, but tasting of the fountain still."
♦-♦♦

ATHEISM FATAL TO PROGRESS.
BY

E. II. 0., '84.

A THEISM denies the existence of a
"*"** Supreme Being, man's accountability, and a future life. It declares
that no intelligence presides over the
universe, that no such thing as sin
exists, that death ends all. It substitutes nature for God, and reason
for religion. It declares that the distinction which Christianity makes between right and wrong is false; that
man has no freedom of conscience and
no individual rights, except such as
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are granted him by the state ; that he
has attained his highest good, when he
can sustain life and gratify his desires.
The progress of society, in its truest
sense, depends upon the intellectual,
moral, and political condition of the
individuals composing it. When atheism rejects the idea of God in the universe, it removes the one great source
of inspiration in the pursuit of knowledge. The wonderful investigations
that man has made into the phenomena
of the universe, and his discoveries of
natural laws have been inspired by an
intense desire to answer the queries,—
" from whence am I; why do I exist;
and to what do I tend." When society
settles down to the conclusion that
these questions are
satisfactorily
answered in the doctrine of atheism,
it parts with the only permanent incentive to intellectual development.
Hut even if atheism had not this effect,
progress would still be impossible.
Great intellects alone do not make
a great nation. Progress in science
does not ensure progress in civilization.
A nation's greatness depends rather
upon the character of its people, and
the development of their moral natures.
In theory, atheists admit the value
of morality to society, but be it remembered that civilized society is
governed to-day by Christian ethics,
based upon revealed religion, and when
atheism rejects God and the Bible, it
must reject Christian ethics also. Then
man must rely upon himself for a system of morals. But human wisdom,
unaided by the power of God, can
never frame a moral code at all to be
compared with Christian ethics.
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In vain will man appeal to nature
for moral laws strong enough to control society. Nature is powerless to
restrain from a life of sin. So strong
is the purely animal that if he is taught
to consider nature, the only arbiter
over his fate, if no higher incentive is
held out to him to restrain vice, and
practice virtue, than to escape the
wrath of violated nature, he will become what atheism declares him to be—
" a companion for brutes." I'nless
he believes that God exists, a God of
justice as well as mercy, unless he believes that he himself is to exist hereafter, he will find no other monitor to
guide him than his own sinful nature.
Without a high ideal of life man is
not prepared to become a good citizen,
and the type of perfect man is found
only in the Bible. Without the Bible,
then, no high degree of civilization is
possible, for nowhere else exists a
standard of morality perfect enough to
exalt man to the civilized life.
As are the individuals, so is the
state. The moral condition of the
people determines the character of their
political institutions.
If we turn to history, we learn that
progress has ever depended 14)011 the
recognition of God and the acceptance
of religion.
No nation has ever
reached the highest civilization without
building upon the truths of divine revelation. Assyria, Egypt, Greece, and
Rome were the most advanced of ancient nations, but their civilization was
infinitely below that of the Christian
age.
No nation freely receiving the Bible
has ever remained in the barbarous

state, and where it has been most generally accepted the highest civilized
life is found. England and America,
the present leaders in the world's progress, are the strongholds of the Christian faith.
In every nation where true religion
has declined, civilization has declined
also. The wave of infidelity that swept
over Europe during the eighteenth century was followed by the reign of terror, and the present unsettled state of
society there is largely due to the general decline of morals and religion.
And thus it has ever been. Nations
have risen and fallen, but God has
reigned. Man has denied him, and with
his puny arm has tried to hurl him from
his throne : but he still lives, the same
yesterday, to-day. and forever. The
Creator of all things, who existed before
all things were, who will exist after all
tilings have ceased to be.
CHESS.
BY

D. C. W., '86.

rilUE origin and history of the game
of chess run back into a mist of
myth and fable, which, after so many
centuries, will probably never be penetrated very far, with any degree of
certainty. It is undoubtedly of very
ancient origin ; probably the oldest
game, the use of which has continued
to the present time. Its discovery has
been ascribed, amongst other improbable, though not impossible persons,
to the hero Palamedes, who is said to
have invented it during the Trojan
Avar, as a means of amusing the Grecian warriors, disgusted with the
tediousness of the siege.
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It is tolerably well ascertained, however, that the game was not used or
known amongst the Greeks and Bomans, although it undoubtedly existed
long before their times. Recent investigations would seem to show that
it is of Hindoo origin, coming to us
through the Persians, the Arabs, the
Turks, and the Chinese, and was not
introduced into Europe until after the
Crusades.
In such a long and varied history,
and in such a migratory life, the game
has, of course, suffered many alterations and modifications. Its present
form, as well as the names of the
pieces, was given it in Europe, during
the days of chivalry. Many of the
names and moves must, however, be
of much older use than this, as reference is frequently made to them in the
writings of ancient times. Thus the
move of the knight,—in itself, perhaps,
as peculiar and unique a tiling as
exists, and one which it is almost impossible to describe, without making
use of an illustration,—is mentioned
by a writer of the third century, in
describing the course between two
cities, which, he says, were separated
" a knight's move." No other form
in language could express the same
thing so exactly, and in so few words.
As a game of mental recreation and
skill, chess has no equal. Its principal interest lies in its reality. A miniature battle, and capable of as many
variations and combinations as the
figures in a kaleidoscope, it brings
into play all those qualities of mind
which have distinguished the great generals and statesmen of the world.
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Nothing is left to chance; memory
plays no part in the game. In many
games, as, for instance, whist, almost
all the skill consists in remembering
what play has been made, and by
whom, and in calculating what will be
likely to follow. But in chess, the
game is all ahead of the player. Everything must be planned out long beforehand, and every move made to further
some particular end.
Innumerable
and complicated combinations arise,
which it is the art of the skillful player
to study and take advantage of. One
move frequently changes the whole
face of the board, breaks up old sets
of combinations, and gives rise to new
ones, and compels the abandonment
of plans that have been maturing and
progressing towards accomplishment,
during the whole course of the game.
Then, to resist attack through new
openings, to take advantage of his
adversary's unfavorable positions, and
to alter his plans so as to make the
best use of the scattered remnants of
his former arrangements,—in this
consists the skill of the chess-player.
The same qualities of mind are called
into action in state-craft, and in
everyday life.
Many and various are the anecdotes
connected with the history of this
noble game.
Kings and nobles,
princes and prelates, statesmen, warriors, scholars, and philosophers have
always deemed it worthy of their best
efforts and attention.
A gorgeous spectacle that must have
been, when a certain noted king of
old laid out his court-yard as a chessHeld, on which glittering knights
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pranced from square to square, and
brilliantly dressed squires took their
stations at the command of pursuivants,
by means of whom the king and his
adversary conducted the game, from
their stations in watch-towers, on opposite sides of the field. Of another
king it is related that, having played
with his brother, who was more than
a match for him al the game, and having
been check-mated he seized the massive
inlaid chess-board, and i4 most unfraternally broke his victor's head." In
another case a servant who was obliged
to play with a quick-tempered master,
became so used to the effect of a checkmate move on his part, that he invariably darted from the room, after
having made such a play.
Many instances are related, in which
men have had their death sentences
brought to them while playing a game
of chess, and have coolly finished the
game, or begged time to be allowed to
do so, before being dragged away to
execution.
It is impossible in a short sketch to
give more than a hint of the interesting features of this classic game.
With such a long aiid eventful history
behind it; with so many noble and
illustrious names among its votaries ;
possessing such inherent qualities of
attraction ; and forming, as it does, a
bond of union between the greatest
thinkers and most intelligent men of
all ages, and every nation on earth,—
ancient and modern, Europeans, Turks,
Hindoos, and Chinese, —it is no wonder that chess is still a favorite pastime
with students and professional men.
To any student who may be in want

of a pleasing and entertaining amusement,—recreation without the timewasting and brain-weakening of routine
games,—and at the same time a science
that may be made the object of the
deepest study, without fear of exhaustion, and than which nothing can be
in closer sympathy with human nature,
we can confidently recommend the
game of chess.
♦ ♦-♦-

COMMUNICATIONS.
BATH. ME.,

Feb. 25, 1884.

To the Editors of the Student:

It is my good fortune to have to
wait here several hours for the train
which is to cany me back to Bates. I
have already spent two hours very
agreeably wandering about the place.
Perhaps a description of the abovenamed place and of what I saw may
not be uninteresting to the readers of
the STUDENT, and, as I have nearly an
hour to remain here, I know of no
better way to improve ray time.
Bath is an active, bustling town of
8,000 inhabitants situated twelve miles
from the mouth of the Kennebec river.
Its fame as a ship-building place is
world-renowned. There are at present
f)30 American-built ships on the ocean.
Maine has built 319 of these, and of
the 319 Bath has built 130. There are
11;") ships under the American Hag that
were built in Bath, and only 11!) fiying
the "stars and stripes" that were
built in all the states of the Union
save Maine.
I first visited Goss & Sawyer's shipyard.
I found there several large
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ships in process of construction and a
few smaller vessels. This is said to
be the largest wooden ship-building firm
in the world. "They launch a ship
every full moon," said an enthusiastic
bystander, as I was Inquiring the
number of vessels built by this firm.
The business of this firm has become
too extensive for an individual firm to
handle ; so«a stock company, known as
the New England Ship-building Co.,
has recently been formed. This company comprises the firms of (loss,
Sawyer, and Packard & Goss and
Sawyer, and a large number of individual capitalists. The N. Y. Nautical Gazette, speaking of* this new company, says: " Hath is bearing off the
palm of enterprise in the ship-building
line, and is destined, ere; long, to make
a brighter mark on the page of history
than her fondest dreams ever pictured."
A brief description of the different
steps taken in building these nionarchs
of the ocean might be interesting.
Several pieces of timber securely fastened together constitute what is called
the keel. Upon this the ship is built.
The next step in the process is to
fasten the timbers to the keel. The
timbers give form and strength to the
vessel. When " timbered out " a ship
looks not unlike the skeleton of some
gigantic mastodon. The ship is now
" planked up." Then comes the minor
points, as laying decks, making spars,
calking, rigging, etc., all of which are
necessary to make her "staunch and
strong, a goodly vessel."
A ludicrous story is told about what
happened to a country chap upon his
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first visit to Bath. A large ship had
just been launched and was lying in
the stream. He had admired her graceful form and imposing strength from
the bank, but this did not satisfy him.
lie wanted to board the ship. Some
one volunteered to take him aboard.
As he neared the ship and looked up
along her black waist, -he thought of
looking ui> the " south end " of his
father's barn; but he bravely ascended
the ladder and felt quite like a sailor
as he climbed over the bulwarks. The

hatches were off.

He stepped forward

and looked down over the hatch-coamings into the hold. Had the faces of all
the inhabitants of Pluto's dread domain
greeted him. he could not have looked
more astonished. For. jumping back
amazed, he exclaimed, "The darned
thing's holler!'1
Hut I beg pardon
for this digression.
I next visited the (Joss Marine Iron
Works. " No Admittance" was posted
on the doors in glaring letters. But a
pass from the superintendent unbarred
the doors and I found myself in the
midst of whirring belts and moving
machinery.
The most conspicuous
object that I noticed was a large stationary engine nearly completed and
built for a New York firm. In the
boiler department they were building
several large tanks and boilers, and
had already completed the boilers, iron
masts, and smoke stack for a steamer
of 1000 tons burthen, built for the Coos
Bay Steamship Co. A friend of mine
in this department explained to me the
entire process of making boilers and
tanks. But space forbids an account
of this process here.
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I proceeded thence to Hyde's Iron
Foundry, and arrived there in time to
see them cast a cylinder for the steamer
built in Bath this winter to run on
Lake Auburn.
I might give a description of Bath's
famous skating-rink, the Alameda, and
but hark! I hear the
al80 0f
whistle of the approaching train. To
save postage 1 will bring this along
with me.
Yours fraternally.
C. A. 8., '8.').

INDIANAPOLIS, 1M).,

Feb. 15, 1884.

To the Editors of the student:
Thinking a description of (icthsemane Abbey, or the home of the
Trappist Monks, with a brief account
of their customs, habits, and history,
might be interesting to the readers of
the STUDENT, I submit the following:
This monastery is located near the
precinct of New Haven, Nelson County, Kentucky, forty-eight miles from
Louisville, on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad. On approaching the
grounds, I was surprised and delighted
at beholding the magnificent brick edifice, with its cross on the highest pinnacle, the highly cultivated gardens
and vineyards, and the lovely avenues
adorned with English elms. Arriving
at the porter's lodge, I rang the bell,
and, passing within the massive walls,
was joined by Father Thomas, an
Irish monk, who greeted me kindly,
escorted me to the guests' parlor, and
informing me that the finest Father
would soon wait upon me, bowed himself into the hall, rang a bell, and
retired.

The Ouest Father, on ascertaining
the purpose of my visit, said: " Before making the tour of the monastery
a few explanations will be necessary.
There are certain rooms, halls, and
cloisters in which no one is allowed to
speak, and through which no one is
allowed to pass with head covered.
Follow me."
We then proceeded,
and on arriving at the entrance of the
main building, the Father, gently tapping the stone threshold with the end
of his staff, said, " Over this rock no
woman can enter." In the centre of
the court is a beautiful statue of " Our
Lady of Loretto." Tin- rest of the
court is being tastily laid out with
trees, shrubbery, and flowers.
To
the left is an enclosure for pet rabbits,
which contains about two hundred,
displaying many varieties of colors.
The main building is a quadrangle,
four stories high. In the center of
the principal room, in the fourth story,
is a life-sized statue of St. Joseph and
the infant Jesus. Passing through the
cloister—a walk twelve feet wide, extending round the main building on
the inside—we came into the " hollow
square," in the centre of which is a
statue of "Our Lady of Gcthscmane,"
which was presented by some European
noblemen a few years ago. Passing
through the square, we entered the
body of the monks' church. Here,
many of the monks were at their devotions, kneeling before their ponderous Latin Bibles, lying open before
them, printed in large type. Thence
into the vestry, where I was shown the
abbot's crosier, or shepherd's staff—
a piece of mosaic, or inlaid work. It
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is the result of seven years' application,

bearing the portraits of Jesus, Mary,
St. Benedict, and St. Eutropins, with
birds, (lowers, and numerous fancy
outs. Nothing is used iii its composition but differently colored pieces of
wood, all wrought by the skillful hand
of Father Timothy, one of the inmates.
Passing from the monks' sneristy
into the congregation's sacristy, we
came to tin; diminutive chapel of " Our
Lady of Gourdes," behind which is the
Mountain Church, priest's house, and
the grotto complete, with the pilgrims
at the shrine. Step by step I followed
my guide through the cloister, through
the chapter-room, into the graveyard.
Bach grave is covered with myrtle,
and has a black, wooden cross erected,
on which is recorded the name of the
person interred. At the foot of each
grave is a low stool, upon which the I
Father, as we passed along, knell and
said a short prayer for the soul of the
faithful departed. At the end of the
row is a new grave begun, as a perpetual reminder of death. On my
left, at the back of the Monks' Church,
was a large, picturesque shrine of the
grotto of Lourdes, with a statue of
Little Bernadette kneeling before the
Blessed Virgin, as she said, " I am
the Immaculate Conception." 1 was
next led to the monks' dormitory,
where were two long rows of iron bedsteads, with the plainest coverings,
partitioned off from one another by
some heavy fabric. Each apartment
was provided with a scourge, with
which the monk, at retiring, scourges
his bare shoulders—" doing penance "
for the sins of the day. Thence the
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Father led on through long corridors,
whose walls were hung with ancient
portraits and paintings, down flights of
stairs, into the monks' refectory.
Here 1 again beheld the monks' extreme humility, as set forth by their
rude furniture, and still ruder representation of a table set. By the side
of each tin plate was a very plain
earthen bowl, a wooden knife, fork,
and spoon, and for a salt-cellar the
lower fragment of a bottle. Passing
from the refectory to the outside
world, the Guest Father said that the
monks owned eighteen hundred acres
of land surrounding the buildings;
that it was worked by the inmates;
that they kept about eighty cows, and
killed about two hundred hogs yearly,
and that none of this meat was eaten
by the monks, but all sold, except what
was served to visitors. They supply
the near towns of New Hope and New
Haven with cheese, butter, and vegetables. They manufacture the gas
burned in the mills, factories, shops,
and all the different rooms of the
whole establishment, at the average
expense of thirty-seven and a half
cents per day. This miniature gas
factory was very interesting, as its
diminished proportion allowed a better
examination than a larger one would
have afforded.
The monks never speak except to
their superiors, and in making their
devotions. At all other times they
maintain a "blessed silence." They
seldom leave the farm enclosure. The
marketing and entertaining of visitors
is done by the older members. They
receive no mail, read no papers, or
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books of recent date. They have a
large library, but the books arc printed
in Latin or early English. I was told
that the common monk knew nothing
of the death of (Jarfield, the ravages
of the late floods, or any of the exciting topics of the day.
They retain the costume of the
Benedictine monks, consisting of a
robe, cape, and cowl, all in one garment. The cape, hanging from the
shoulders, extends to a little below the
hips, a girdle about the waist gathers
up the folds of the robe. The cowl
is worn in doors and out, except in
places too sacred to remain with covered head. The whole dress is made
of plain brown or white jean, and is
worn throughout the day, summer and
winter, is slept in during the night,
and becomes the monk's shroud at
death ; thus, day or night, awake or
asleep, the monk is always ready when
death calls. They retire at !» P.M.,
and rise at 2 A.M. The time from the
first stroke of the bell till they have all
risen, made their toilet, entered the
chapel ready for morning devotions,
is just five minutes.
It is queer how imposing and contagious is the silence maintained within
those walls. The •• spell" came upon
me soon after entering, and I had no
desire to talk till in the outside world
again.
On returning to the guests' parlor
it was getting dark, and not being able
to make the nearest town that night
I accepted their kind invitation to remain over the night with them. At
8.15 in the evening I was invited to
"salve" and heard the monks sing;

in the morning, into the presence of
the abbot, who received me in a very
cordial manner, and chatted pleasantly
concerning the monks' mode of living.
I learned that there are but two other
similar institutions on this continent,—
one at Dubiique, Iowa, and the other
at Montreal, Canada; that the inmates of this monastery are nearly all
Europeans, and that the life of a monk
was not agreeable to Americans, as it
deprived them of meat, warm meals,
and morning naps.
On retiring from the abbot's quarters I was again joined by Father
Thomas, who conducted me back to
the porter's lodge, and bowed to me
for the last time. Being impressed by
his winning bows, graceful mein, and
refined speech. I mentioned the same
in the neighborhood, and was told that
Father Thomas was no other than the
celebrated musician who taught, about
twelve years ago, Nellie Grant, and
other belles of Washington, music;
that becoming tired of the gay and
fashionable world, had taken the vows
of a monk and shut himself up forever
from the world.
C. F. B.,'85.
-*♦ •

To sneer and denounce is a very
easy way of assuming a great deal of
wisdom, and concealing a great deal of
ignorance.
By cultivating an interest in a few
good books which contain the result of
the toil or the quintessence of the
genius of some of the most gifted
thinkers of the world, we need not live
on the marsh and in the mists. The
slopes and ridges invite us.—T. Starr
King.
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LOCALS.
ECHO.
A pretty maiden that I know
Was telling Echo 'bout her beau :
" He calls my nose a pug," she said,
" And thinks my hair is much too red.
Now don't you think lie's rather dainty'.' "
Familiar Echo answers, " Aint he ! "
" I don't believe he cares for me
As much as Rover does," said she :
" If I should fall into the sea,
How far, to save me, think, would he
Rush boldly through the briny deep? "—
Sarcastic Echo says, "Knee deep."
" But tell me, Echo, what to do :
I couldn't bounce him, now, could you ?
I rather guess I'll let him come,
And make him think I love him some;
I'll not be very unjust so,"—
And Echo acquiesced, " Just so."

The present Junior class are to observe Ivy Day.
Prof, (in lecture)—"Mr. G. you
may work the electrical machine if you
please. I will now explain the working of this machine. You will observe
that the wheel is turned by a crank."
Sensation.
Prof, (explaining the electrical excitement of bodies by friction)—"Now,
Mr. G., suppose you should stroke a
cat's fur the wrong way, would the
cat become excited?" Mr. G.—"I
should think likely."
Not long ago the following conversation was overheard in the readingroom : " I like a fast horse. They say
that long ears are a sign of good breed."
" Yes ; my father has one of that kind
of animals, he uses drawing dirt with,
and it will kick higher and harder than
any other breed." Oh, you fool, that's
a mule!
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Prof, (in German recitation)—" Mr.
S., how do you translate " zu Menechen?" Mr. S. (in a don't-ask-mesuch - an - easy - question tone) —'' To
mention."
Committees from the two literary
societies were recently appointed to
see to the securing of an orator to
deliver the annual address before the
united literary societies next June.
First Member of College Band (to
second M. B., on election day)—"Say,
let's get the band together and go over
and serenade the Mayor." Second
M. B.—" No ; no ; we don't want him
to resign."
J. Bailey, F. W. Chase, J. W.
Moulton, and C. S. Pendleton constitue the Freshman quartette, and are

practicing regularly, W. A. Walker
acting as accompanist.
Let other
classes follow their example.
Class in Mechanics, discussing electric sparks. Prof.—" Miss T., what is
meant by the duration of the spark?"
Miss T. (blushing)—" Why, I don't
know unless it means the time he
stays ! " (Class is electrified.)
We are glad to chronicle the fact
that those old lamps which used to be
employed in lighting Parker Hall have
been removed, and in their places are
new lamps with good frames and reflectors. The world does really more !
As several Bates Freshwomen were
attempting to drive across the campus
to recitation, after a big storm, lately,
the sleigh became stuck in a drift,
while the horse, in trying to move it,
pulled through the harness and wandered off towards the buildings, utterly
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regardless of " the girls he left behind
him." We are sorry to say that no
one attempted to rescue the young
ladies from their isolated position, and
they were obliged to wade through the
snow as best they could.
The result of a recent inquiry as to
who are the favorite presidential candidates here showed that the following
combinations would be desirable : For
the republicans,—Blaine and Lincoln,
or Edmunds and Lincoln : and for the
democrats,—Bayard and Carlisle, or
Tilden and Bayard.
Scene: Class in Physics.
Prof.
(explaining the different sensations
caused by electricity)—" Among other
physical proof's of the presence of electricity is a pricking sensation upon the
flesh and a crawling sensation in the
hair."
'"Student—"Yes, Professor,
I have bad that sensation."
One of the professors and about
twenty students from the College and
Latin School went to Portland to hear
Matthew Arnold, the evening of the
21st of February. One of the preps was
under the impression that he was going
to see Margaret Mather, and did not
learn his mistake till he arrived at the
hall.
A Bates teacher gave one of his
pupils, who had not become an adept
in the science of Mathematics, a sum
in addition to perform. The only mistake found in his work was that he
began to add at the left-hand instead
of the right-hand column.
As the
teacher was showing him his error,
he looked and innocently said, " Well,
I am left-handed, you know."

A Junior recently dropped into a
room occupied by a couple of Sophomores, and found them engaged in
making the bed. After asking if that
was the first time they had made it up
this term, he waited till they had it all
nicely finished, and then pointed his
remark by showing them one of the
sheets which they had left hanging
over the back of a chair.
The columns of the STUDENT are
always open for communications of all
kinds—except poor ones.
Although
the management of the editorial work
is for convenience given in charge to
one class, yet all should remember that
it is a cnUcijo magazine, and take a corresponding interest.
Every student
should do his best to aid it, not only
by subscribing, but also by contributing to its columns. Especially is this
true of the Local department. Little
things are constantly occurring in the
different classes, and about the college,
which are interesting or amusing;to all in
the institution. It is one of the aims of
the STUDENT to give these form and circulation. One or more students in each
class have been requested to act as
Local Editors in their class, but it is
almost impossible for one or two to
know everything that occurs worth
noticing: and we earnestly request all
students who may hear or notice anything of general interest to send a
note of it to the STUDENT.
Thursday, February 28th, was observed as the Day of Prayer for Colleges. At Bates the services consisted
of a prayer-meeting in the college Y.
M. C. A. room, at !) A.M., for the students, a public meeting at 2 P.M. in
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the chapel, and a social meeting at
7 P.M. in the lower chapel.
The
sermon in the afternoon was by the
Rev. Mr. Bayley, of State Street
chinch, Portland, from the ti'\t.
" Covet earnestly the best gifts." We
have seldom heard the students express such hearty and unanimous commendation of any discourse.
The
whole sermon was of a practical kind ;
one part in particular was especially
adapted to students. In speaking of
reading, he said that the question, " Is
it right or wrong to read such and such
a class of literature?" was answered
at once and effectually by the text
" Covet earnestly the best gifts." No
one has the right to be reading second
or third class literature, not hecanse of
its inherent badness, but because his
time is valuable, and he has not enough
of it in his life to read all the lirstclass books in the world.
Nine members of the Sophomore
class, as follows, fulfilled the conditions for obtaining Prof. Stan ton's
prize on winter birds : J. W. Flanders,
J. W. Goff, W. A. Morton. G. E.
Paine, W. N. Prescott, T. D. Sale, F.
W. Sandford, C. E. Stevens, and J.
II. Williamson.
A permanent band association was
recently organized among the students.
A constitution and by-laws were drawn
up and accepted. Officers were chosen
as follows: President, J. II. Williamson, '86 ; Vice-President, P. E. Attwood, '85 ; Secretary and Treasurer,
A. S. Woodman. '87; Leader, C. S.
Pendleton, '87 ; Executive Committee,
W. N. Prescott, '86; W. A. Walker,
'87, E. W. Whitcomb, '87. The or-
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ganization adopted the name of "The
Pates Brass Band Association." The
members of the band are practicing
faithfully, and we have no reason to
believe but that the many discordant
sounds which are now floating about
Parker Hall, may soon develop into
harmonies equal to those produced by
the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
The first division of declamations by
members of the Sophomore class, held
Thursday evening, March 13th, were
unusually interesting. E. R. Chadwick. C. S. Flanders, and W. J).
Wilson of the Senior class acted as
committee of award, and selected
Messrs. Williamson, Sandford, Had ley,
Lowden, Flanders, and Bonney to
contest in the prize division. Music
was furnished by Ballard's Orchestra.
We give below the programme in full :
1'oetry.—Sargent.
Miss A. S. Tracy.
Against Moderation.—Gait. J. 11. Williamson.
Extract.—Webster.
*F. II. Nickerson.
Spirit of the Soutli.—Frye. P. W. Sandford.
Extract.—Kossuth.
Charles Hadley.
Eulogy on Phillips.—Long.
H. C. Lowden.
Garibaldi and His Companions.—Russell.
A. H. Dunn.
Extract.—Seward.
H. S. Sleeper.
Liberty.—Brush.
E. D. Varney.
Extract.—Ingersoll.
* W. S. Bartlett.
Grattan's Reply to Corry.
J. W. Flanders.
Eulogy on Garlield.—Blaine.
S. G. Bonney.
* Excused.

The second division took place
Tuesday evening, March 18th.
Who shall say that the days of
chivalry are past? When Sir Walter
Raleigh laid his velvet cloak in the
mud for Queen Elizabeth to step upon,
lie gained a mighty sovereign's favor,
ami an illustrious name in history and
romance. But we recently saw a similar, if less romantic act performed,
which, if not productive of as cele-
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brated results, was prompted by no
less chivalrous motives.
As two
young lady collegians were attempting
to reach the chapel one morning during the recent thaw, they came to a
wet, soft place, several inches deep,
which it was impossible to get round.
Finding they could not get across,
they were about to turn back, when
the delivery man from a grocery store
happening to come out of a house near
by saw the condition of affairs, and
promptly spread his horse blanket on
the treacherous slush, over which the
young ladies passed to comparatively
solid walking on the other side. The
young squire of history is said to have
folded up his hardly spattered mantle
as a priceless treasure ; but the grocery
man probably suffered considerable
inconvenience from a wet blanket and
the delay to his morning rounds. We
think the balance of merit is rather in
favor of the ;' Knight of the Nineteenth Century."
No CUBE, No PAY ! Dr. Lawrence's
Cough Balsam, when once used, takes
the place of all others. See our advertising columns.

PERSONALS.
FACULTY:

Prof. Chase has been re-elected
school committee in Ward 1.
:
'67.—George S. Ricker reports success in his work at Stillwater, Minnesota. Starting with nothing, he has
a large congregation, a nourishing
Sunday School, an enthusiastic people,
ALUMNI

and quite a number of conversions.
The outlook is exceedingly hopeful. He
may be assured of the best wishes of
his friends in the east.
'71.—John T. Abbott has been appointed Auditor of State Treasurer's
Accounts by the Governor and Council
of New Hampshire.
'77.—Henry W. Oakes has formed a
law partnership with A. K. Savage,
Esq., of Lewiston, under the name of
Savage & Oakes.
'77.—J. K. Tomlinson is having
good success as assistant principal of
the high school at Harrisburg, I'enn.
'80.—W. H. Judkins, who has been
practicing law and teaching at Lisbon
Falls. Maine, has formed a law partnership with W. II. Newell, Lewiston,
Maine.
'81.—Charles S. Cook, a graduate
of Hates College, teaches the school at
Bolster's Mill, Harrison, this winter,
and the people in the district are so
well pleased with the school that they
have raised money by subscription to
have it continue two or three weeks
after the money raised by the town has
been expended.—Journal of Education.
'81.—H. B. Nevens was in town recently.
'81.—Oscar Davis has become a
partner in the boot and shoe firm of
Dudley, Shaw & Co., Bangor, Me.
'82.—L. M. Tarr, who is in the
United States signal service, has been
changed from Fort Myer, Virginia, to
Cairo, Illinois.
'S2.—L. T. Mclvenney, general agent
for W. C. King & Co., has changed his
office from College Block to the corner
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of Nichols and Vale Streets, Lewiston,
Me.
'8.'5.—Daniel N. (nice was chosen
secretary of the meeting held in Portland recently, for the purpose of presenting a memorial to Congress to reimburse depositors in the Freedman's
Bank. Mr. (irice also presided at the
Wendell Phillips Memorial Service in
Newbury Street Church, Portland, and
made some very interesting remarks.
'83.—John L. Reade has been elected clerk of Ward 1, Lewiston, Maine.
STUDENTS:

'84.—J. W. Chadwick has returned.
'84.—Eugene M. Ilolden, of the
Senior class at Bates College, a graduate of Brldgton Academy has been
teaching school at Spurr's Corner during the winter, and is to teach a free
high school there this spring.—Journal

of Education.
'84.—E. H. Emery, B. E. Donnell,
F. S. Sampson, and Harrison Whitney
have recently returned from teaching.
'85.—J. M. Nichols has returned
from teaching a successful term of
school in Woolwich.
'85.—C. T. Walter is college reporter for the Biddeford Daily Journal.
'85.—MissC. L. Ham has finished her
school and is with the class again.
'85.—C. A. Scott is college reporter
for the Portland Daily Press and the
Daily Kennebec Journal.
'8G.—Waldegrave Bartlett has returned to his class after a long absence.
'80.—F. W. Sandford has had good
success teaching in Georgetown this
winter.
'86.—A. E. Blancharcl is finishing
C. E- Libby's ('85) school in Farming-

ton. Mr. Libby was obliged to give
up his school on account of sickness.
'80.—F. H. Nickerson, W. N. Prescott, and S. II. Williamson have returned.
'K7.—Ira Jenkins has entered '87.
'87.—Miss C. E. Libby will not enter Bates, as reported.

EXCHANGES.
Matthew Arnold has said that " few
people have any care to analyze closely
in their criticisms; they merely employ criticism as a means of heaping
all praise on what they like and all
blame on what they dislike."
Some of our exchanges are examples
of those who either praise or abuse. A
few abuse their contemporaries almost
wholly, while still others give a just estimate of the journals that they notice
or the articles that they criticise. In
the latter class of our exchanges we
place the Williams Athenaeum. The
subject of college journalism is discussed, in an editorial of the last issue.
The article is not remarkable for its
clearness, yet it contains some true
statements. We pass over the main
part of the article to the closing
thoughts. " Less of personal attacks
through the exchange columns would
add both to the attractiveness and
merits of the papers. The Athenaeum
acknowledges that it has not met its
desires on this point. The manner in
which this confession is made is indicative of healthful work in the future.
The Niagara Index for February
15th has a well-sustained literary de-
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partment. The editorials are practical.
Under "OurTable" we find the statement that the editorial hoards of a majority of college papers arc changing
for new ones," and that "the papers
coming from their hands are somewhat
crude, publishing news pretty well advanced in age." As we had just read
an item in the news department of the
Index which can properly he classed
with those that the Ada (Joinminima
characterizes as ;'gray-headed," our
first thought was that the Index man
was making an apology for any stale
news that he might allow to creep into
his paper, hut on turning to the first
page of the Index we find Vol. XVI.,
No. 11.
The Lasell Leaven for February is
unusually vivacious. The poetry is decidedly original, while the Notes. Personals, and locals are attractively prepared.
The Columbia Spectator is always
welcome. One does not get tired while
reading it, for the arrangement seems
to he made especially to lead the reader along in the best of humor. You
should not hunt for anything you may
want, hut begin at the first and take
each article in order. The illustrations
are usually good, some have real merit.
The Literary articles are stories that
surprise you by the way they come out.
The poems are among the hest that appear in the college journals.
The Michigan Argonaut ii\)\)vnrs from
the hands of its new editors (dad in a
new garment. A number of new departments are introduced. We think
it is indeed a sad state of affairs at the
University of Michigan, if the college

journal feels that it must present several pages of political news in order to
have its readers understand their '• political alphabet. " Where is the readins room ?

COLLEGE PRESS OPINIONS.
ORIGINALITY.

Prominent among the demands that
are now more than ever being made of
a student, is originality. The world
in general docs not care whether a
man has a diploma or not, if he shows
himself to he in reality what he claims
to he—a student,—a thinking student.
Even in college a man is estimated by
his classmates, who are generally the
best judges of his abilities, not according to the brilliancy of his recitations,
hut according to his true intellectual
worth.
A certain danger, however, lurks in
what is called originality ; for there is
a species of it that is not the true
article. This exhibits itself in propagating the exactly opposite to ordinary
and popular belief, not hecause it
proves this to he wrong, but to gain
notoriety. This is a cliff which the
student must steer clear of, for it is
especially tempting in this age of scientific advancement in which too often
the wildest conclusions are jumped at,
the most incompatible theories are

combined, and a would-be original
genius tries to bring himself to the
notice of the world by his idiosyncracies.—University Magazine.
GERMAN STUDENT LIFE.

German life in general is a pretty
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free and easy existence, and this is
more especially true of the German
university student.
When he enters
the university his education is practically ended. He has spent nine years
in the "gymnasium" which allowed
him no freedom, but compelled him to
work like a slave.
When he leaves
the gymnasium, his education is most
comprehensive and complete. He does
not merely read and write Greek, but
he speaks it; the same of Latin, and
it is even said that his education is
superior to that obtained in our best
American universities. So that when
he goes to the university it is merely
to attend the lectures upon some particular branch of study which he has
chosen, and which takes up little of
his time. Unless it suits him, he does
not attend lectures at all, and the
sight of a German Professor lecturing
to empty benches is no longer a
novelty.—Student World.
♦ ♦ ♦

AMONG THE POETS.
FANCY—FACT.
Lazily swinging his sun-burned legs,
Whistling low,
A youth upon the meadow stile
Is sitting and dreaming his dreams the while,
Lazily swinging his sun-burned legs
To and fro.
Languidly waving her bonnet gay,
Humming light,
A maiden leans on the other stile
Across the meadow, and dreams the while,
Languidly waving her bonnet gay
In dreamings bright.
Into the field of life they go,
Hope still sweet;
Ah, but the meadow is broad and wide,
Into the field of life they go,
Never to meet.
—Athenaeum.
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ADDRESSED TO CUPID.
Jacqueminot roses, rich and rare,
Orchis blossoms faint and fair,
Held by heavy silken scarf
Near a tender maiden's heart.
Kindly Cupid, do not scoff,
Bring to me thy surest dart;
Aiming then with greatest care
'Neath those roses nestling there,
Gain for me a little part
Somewhere in that maiden's heart.
—Ada Columbian a.

THE ROSE UPON THE ROCK.
Though dark and rough your pathway lie,
Though dull your lot and commonplace,
With hope's own patience labor on, and try
To charm it into grace.
And sure the ivy's reddening leaves
Look yet more beautiful against
The cold, dark stone of towers to which it
cleaves;
And rare the joy dispensed.
One summer afternoon 1 crossed
A rocky ridge beside a hay;
Beneath its topmost layer the winter's frost
Had eaten in its way.
A few months since again I chanced
To visit the remembered spot,—
I passed the rock, across it thoughtless glanced,
But found I knew it not.
Through all those days each aimless gust,
All breezes that to seaward blow,
Had in that hollow laid a little dust
In which the grass might grow.
And last of all had come the seeds
And taken root in that poor soil
Where they were set,—ah, never call them
weeds—
With granite for a foil.
And there, all lovingly entwined,
The feathery grasses waved, a few
Soft little mouse-oars nodded in the wind,
And there the wild vine grew.
And in the cliff a rose had sprung
And put forth many a lovely bloom
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And, sweeter for the sea-wind, round it flung
Refreshing, faint perfume.
I tenderly uprooted it
And bore it to a garden fair;
Its faith and good endeavor made it fit
To bloom in beauty there.
—Harvard Advocate.
IN SWITZERLAND.
One snow-capped peak of Alpine brotherhood
Frowned down upon us, on that soft spring
day.
The glory of the morn confronted us,
In pink and purple splendors of the May.
The thund'rous sound of falling water moaned
Afar, and echoed 'inong the mountaincrowns,
And breadths of snow clung soft, and shimmered white,
And gleamed", like virgin folds of bridal
gowns.
Alone together for one moment brief,
Where shiv'ring sound but bade the silence
sleep,
He uttered words ill-omened to my heart.
Do hills those echo-songs forever keep ?
He said " Tbo'width of worlds between us
lie,
We still must drift together—you and I."
— University Press.
— ♦ ♦ >—

COLLEGE WORLD.
:
The office of director of field sports
has been created. The officer will receive a salary of Si,000.
$173,000 was received from term
hills last year.
The Advocate appears with a new
board of editors.
The undergraduates desire to have
chapel attendance voluntary.
In estimating expenses, Pres. Eliot
puts the item of subscriptions and
society dues at $50 per annum.
HARVARD

YALE:

The College Glee Club has come to

a settlement with the (). & M. R. R.
Co., for damages resulting from the
collision near Charleston, Ind.
The
Club, as an organization, will lie paid
$1,200, $450 for expenses, and $750
for losses. This arrangement does not
include .Strong and Crehoe who were
badly injured.
President Porter has been reap*
pointed as one of the regents of the
Smithsonian Institution.
An illustrated humorous paper is
soon to be issued.
AMIIKRST :
The Faculty have declined to take
any action in reference to the new
'•Regulations for Intercollegiate Athletic Sports."
Prof. Genung's study of " In Memoriam" has received some adverse
criticisms. The first edition is nearly
exhausted, and a new edition has been
ordered for the English market.
WILLIAMS :
Rev. Philip Brooks, addressed the
students on the Day of Prayer for
Colleges.
A Memorial Historical Library has
been founded in honor of the late
Nathan Gest, who was recently killed
while coasting.
Dr. Hopkins, in his letter to the
Boston alumni, characterizes the elective system as" a jumble of miscellaneous, high school, and professional
training.
The Athenaeum editors will hereafter
be elected by the retiring board of
editors instead of by the two-upper
classes.
UNION :
President Potter has sailed for
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Europe. Hobart College still has hope
that he will accept the presidency which
was recently offered him there.
The degree of LL.D. has been conferred on President Arthur.
COLUMBIA :

5

The Spectator appears under new
management.
Every copy of the Colvmhiad has
been sold.
A Senior and a Sophomore are studying Arabic.
Columbia is not to have a new paper
called the Columbian, as several exchanges have reported.
Improvements have been made on
the gymnasium.
The Spectator denies that lawn-tennis
is extinct, and adds that the game was
never as popular at Columbia as this
winter.
MISCELLANEOUS :
The Orient defends the Jury system
at Bowdoin against the recent unjust
attack in one of the State papers.
The Dalhousie Gazette favors the
formation of an alliance to secure
greater union among Canadian colleges.
The Freshman class of Monmouth
College, 111., has more ladies than
gentlemen.
Princeton has decided in mass-meeting to support boating during the coming year.
Hamilton, Oberlin, and University
of Pennsylvania are before the country
unpleasantly on account of college
troubles.
Dartmouth, Williams, Colby, Bowdoin, and Wesleyan will probably form
a base-ball league.
George W. Cable has been chosen as

Commencement orator by the literary
societies of Vanderbilt University.
Oberlin was victorious in the Ohio
intercollegiate oratorical contest.
♦-<•♦

LITERARY NOTES.
The March Manhattan opens with
an illustrated paper on Dartmouth
College. The peculiar character of
the college is given from the standpoint of an outsider. The second
part of " Transformation," by Harriet
Prescott Spofford, shows such changes
as may well be called transformation.
Sarah Orue Jewett, in u A Farmer's
Sorrow," has produced a ballad that
deserves to become popular. "Rafting on the Allegheny" is a spirited
palter, well illustrated. William W.
Loring has a timely paper on "What
will become of Egypt ? " Ten years of
faithful service as an officer and counsellor of Khedive Ismail, has prepared
Gen. Loring to speak intelligently
upon Egyptian affairs. There is an
illustrated article on the " Myth of
Fingal's Cave." " Tinkling Cymbals "
is continued. The third paper on
"Creation or Evolution," by Geo.
Ticknor Curtis, is a candid, forcible
argument. The other articles, notes,
and poems are especially interesting.
The April number will contain an illustrated paper on Edwin Booth.
Matthew Arnold will contribute his
only article to an American magazine
while in this country,—■" Literature
and Science." Julian Hawthorne will
contribute a short, vivid narrative.
The Foreign Eclectic, a monthly
magazine of selections (untranslated),
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from periodical literature in the French
and German languages, has made its
appearance. The field of its literary
effort is distinctive. The Eclectic will
be entertaining in its character, but of
high literary and moral tone. To the
student of the Modern Languages,
who would become familiar with the
better class of French and German
periodical literature, it especially commends itself. The Foreign Eclectic
Company, Philadelphia.
The Journal of Education, Boston,
Mass., enjoys the reputation of being
a national publication.
It brings
weekly to its .readers, news and discussions of the highest importance to
all who are interested in our public
schools. Teachers cannot afford to
get along without the Journal.
Every Other Saturday, a journal of
select reading, new and old, presents
a varied and attractive table of contents. The reading is of a character
that is eminently healthful, while the
type and general appearance are excellent. Specimen copies will be sent
on application ; 47 Devonshire .Street,
Boston, Mass.
The Correspondence University announcement for 1884 is received. A
number of new departments have been
added. The professors iu each department, are among the leading educators in this country, England, and
Germany. Lucieu A. Wait, Ithaca,
N. Y., secretary, to whom applications
for instruction should be addressed,
and from whom the announcement for
1884 may be obtained.
Pollister's Useful Details is published
by Pollister & Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

It is illustrated by designs pertaining
to house architecture. The plates, of
which there are forty—20x2'! inches—
are engraved and printed as facsimiles of original drawings. These
details are to the mechanic, what the
encyclopedia is to the student, or the
professional man. Architectural beauty
has been advanced by their use. Not
only beauty, but economy in building,
results from placing this work in the
hand of the skilled mechanic.

CLIPPINGS.
"I spend a great deal of time,"
said a Senior, as he adjusted his new
tie before the glass, '• in reflection."
Tho melancholy weeks have come,
The saddest of the year,
The student strikes an attitude,
And lands upon his ear;
The Prof, now screws his courage up,
And walks and digs his heel,—
On ice it is as vain to walk
As on banana peel.
—Hamilton Lit.

" I have just been footing one of
your bills," said a fond father after he
had kicked her sweet William off the
step.—Ex.
"What are you laughing at, my
dear?" asked Mrs. Jones of her husband, who was chuckling over his morning paper. " Something I saw here,"
here," he replied; "but it's hardly
funny enough for two."—Adelphian.
Once a hold and gallant colonel
Wooed his love with Bong noctonel,
But the bull-peep'8 jaw infolonel

Jeopardized his life etolonel.

—A mJierst Student.

•' I acknowledge the power of the
press," is what the maiden said when,
entwined by her lover's arms, she tried
to catch her breath.—Ex.
"What do you think of Fielding?"
asked a Boston girl of a Harvard graduate. "Oh, it's important, of course,
but it don't amount to anything without good batting."
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RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT NO. I

V SttM JiuXSd the t,M! °nUnary trad0 Cigai''
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
They are made from the BRIOHTB8T, MOST DELICATELY FLAVORED, AND HIGHEST COST
GOLD LEAF grown In Virginia, ami arc absolutely WITHOUT ADULTERATION or drugs.
CAUTION.
Richmond Gem Curly Cut.
Rase imitations of this brand have been put on
The brightest and most delicately flavored
Gold Leaf grown in Virginia. This tobacco is sale, and Cigarette smokers are cautioned that
delightfully mild and fragrant, absolutely with- this is the Old Original brand, and to observe
out adulteration or drugs, and can be smoked that each package or box of RICHMOND
or Inhaled with entire satisfaction, without irri- STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES bears the signature of
tating the lungs, throat, or mouth.
A.I.-'LISN «fc GINTER, Manufacturers, Richmond, Va.
—

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

OPERA PUFFS
)
RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT
>
TURKISH ft PERIQUE MIXTURE V Tobaccos. LITTLE REAUTIES VCigarettes.
RICHMOND GEM, &C. >
OLD RIP LONG CUT, &C, &C.
)

DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
STORAGE FOR FLOUR AND CARRIAGES.

No. 64 Middle Street, Near Maine Central Upper Station.
JL,. W.

BALLARD,

Under Music Hall, Lewiston, Maine,

Dealer in All Kinds of Musical Instruments.
BALLARD'S ORCHESTRA
Furnishes Choice Music for Concerts, College Exercises, Etc.

1

Is the place for you to buy you CONFECTIONERY, made fresh every day.
FOREIGN GREEN FRUIT A SPECIALTY.

S. A. CUMMINCS, No. 223 Main Street, Lewiston,

tt, ft> 0SQ00B St G0„
Pitttettfe, %k$ ifatt* lemsH I

BUY TCOXJK.

Boots

>

Shoes

<

and

Rubbers

-) AT (-

Spectacles, Sterling Silver and
Rogers's Plated Ware,

IRVING'S New Boot and Shoe Store,

No. 81 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine.

39 LISBON ST., 39

HENRY A. OSG00D,

CII. H. OSOOOD,

CH. 0. COBLISS.

LEWISTON,

-------

MAINE.
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BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
REV.

OREN B. CHENEY, D.D.,

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,
President.

REV.

JOHN FFJLLONTON, D.U.,

Professor of Modern Languages

REV.

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,

JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D.,
Professor of Systematic Theology and Homilctics.

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

REV.

BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,

Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature.

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.,

Professor of Psychology and Exegetical Theology.

RICHARD C. STANLEY, A.M.,

Professor of Hebrew.

JOHN H. RAND, A.M.,

Professor of Chemistry and Geology.

REV.

THOMAS HILL, D.D.,

Professor of Mathematics.

REV.

G. S. DICKERMAN,

Lecturer on Ethics.

REV.

Lecturer on English History.

W. H. BOWEN, D.D.,

Lecturer on Natural Theology.

CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: —
LATIN : In six books of Virgil's .Eneid; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Sallust; twenty exercises of Arnold's
Latin Prose Composition, and in Harkness' Latin Grammar. GREEK : In three books of Xenophon's Anabasis; two books
of Homer's Iliad, and in Hadley's Greek Grammar. MATHEMATICS: In Loomis' or Grrenleaf's Arithmetic, in the first
twelve chapter! of Loomis' Algebra, and in two books of Geometry. ENGLISH: In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in
»V orcester's Ancient History.
All candidates for advanced standing will lie examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other Colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Tuesday
preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Term.

COURSE OF STUDY.
The regular Course of Instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country as eminently adapted to
secure liberal culture and a sound classical education.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses are about $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of thirteen scholarships and various other
benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is In charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are member! respectively, or
by some ordaineil minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology. Astronomy, Algebra,
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday
JCNE 2ti, 1884.
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NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor
of LYMAN NICHOLS, Esq., of Boston. The special object of the school is to prepare
students for the Freshman Class of Bates College, though students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes which they have the
qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological
School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more
advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class
The classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
IVORY P. FRISBEE, A.M., PRINCIPAL
Teacher of Latin and Greek.
FRANCIS L. HAYES, A.M
Teacher of Greek.
OLIN H. TRACY, A.B
Teacher of Elocution.
EDWARD R. Cll AIAVICK
Teacher of Rhetoric.
ALFRED B. MORRILL
Teacher of Mathematics.
WILLIAM H. HARTSHORN
Teacher of Geography and History.
For further particulars send for Catalogue.
I. F. FRISBEE, Principal.

Lyndon Institute,
•

LYNDON CENTRE, VT.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
WALTER K. RANGER, A.M., PKINCIIUE—Latin
and Greek. EDWIN F. NASON, A.M.—Latin and
Higher Mathematics. MISS AUGUSTA PRESCOTT,
PRECEPTRESS—French and German.
Miss JENNIE E. WOODMAN—English Branches. Miss
MABEL C. BEMI8—Instrumental Music. Miss
.IENNIE E. WOODMAN—Painting and Drawing.
Mits. R. II. HARVEY—Matron.
For both sexes. Young Ladies' Classical Course,
College Preparatory Course, Seminary Scientilic
Course, Commercial and Business Course. Instruction given in Music, Painting, Drawing, Elocution,
and Penmanship.
A Reading-Room of more than thirty of the best
magazines and papers and an excellent Library.
The Cabinet has been recently enhanced by the
acquisition of a tine collection of minerals, fossils,
woods, birds, etc., at an expense of several hundred
dollars. Chemical and Philosophical Apparatus,
etc. Beat moral Influences. Expenses moderate.
Lyndon Institute was chartered in 1867. During
the year 1888 it has received a permanent endowment of $-2">,000. The Institute building, which is a
brick and granite building, 100x75 feet, built at a
cost of $20,000, has recently been reflnished and refurnished al an expense of several thousand dollars.
It is delightfully located on a gentle eminence overlooking the Passumpsic valley, which is surrounded
by beautiful hills anil mountains. The Ladies'
Boarding Hall, in charge of the Preceptress, with a
competent Matron, offers unusual advantages for a
home to a limited number of young Indies. Large,
well-ventilated, comfortably furnished rooms,
spring water, excellent drainage, steam heat, and a
healthful location.
I. W. SANBORN, Sec'v and Treas.
D. P. HALL, President.

Pupils fitted for Business, Scientific Schools
or the best Colleges.
J. C. PERKINS, A.B., Principal.
For further particulars, address the Principal,
or ELIHU HAYES, Sec'y Trustees.

New Hampton Literary Institution,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.
Six Courses of Study—Classical, English and
Classical, Regular Scientific, Musical, and Commercial College Course.
Address, REV. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M.,
Principal.

§mm JHomkdn Svminatij,
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.
Courses of Study—College Preparatory,
Classical and English Commercial. The best
Commercial Department in the State. Expenses Low.
For further particulars address the Principal,
Miss LIZZIE COLLEY, at Waterbury Centre.

;crine fpentral Institute.
PITTSFIELD, MAINE.
Thorough Courses of Study in English,
Classical and Scientific Branches.
Normal Department attached.
J. H. PARSONS, A.B., Principal.
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H.F.FOSS & CO., Merchant Tailors.
G. M. ATKINS, Cutter.

Also, Dealers in Trunks, Valises, Hats, Caps, and
Furnishing Goods.
NEW BLOCK, OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE, AUBURN, MAINE.

fpyWKlW ST, 8AKEBY,

B. W. VS««I1I,

WILLIAM AKIN,
Manufacturer of anil Dealer in all kinds of
Savings Bank Building,

Crackers, Bread, Cake, and Pastry

Corner of Lisbon and Pine Streets,

Lewis ton, Maine.

LEWI8TON, ME.

THE

X*. O. CUTJL.JBR,

CUSTOM TAILOR,
AND DEALER IN

EUSTE

WOOLENS,

No. 50 Lisbon Street, Lewiaton, Me.

Jordan, Frost & Co.,
Eastern, Western, and Southern
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This Monthlv Magazine will publish during 1884,
S8£"uKM9 "*** * *^' ******
Louise Chandler Moulton, Edward Everett
Hale, Susan Warner, Joaquin Miller,
Frances L. Mace, Mrs. Abby Morton
Diaz, Rose Terry Cooke, Celia Thaxter,
Lucy Larcom.
Choice Poems, Sketches and Articles upon Noted
Persons and Places, Departments for Mothers, for
Children, and for .Sabbath reading; Music, Vocal
and Instrumental; Fashions and Fancy Work;
Hints on Floriculture, and valuable tested "Receipts
for household use.

All Beautifully Illustrated.
HOW TO GET

Mouldings, Gutters and Brackets.
Planing Mill and Lumber Yard Foot of Cross Canal.
LEWISTON, ME.
WSI. JORDAN.

A. E. FROST.

F. M. JORDAN.

ed M* White99
-FASHIONABLE

TAILOR AND DRAPER,
No. 22 Lisbon Street.
[^"Graduation Suits a Specialty.

200 PAGES
CHOICE BEADING
FOR

25 CENTS!
We will send as samples G back numbers of the
COTTAGE HEARTH, for 25 cents in stamps.

Agents Wanted,
To whom liberal pay will be given. An Experienced Canvasser can earn from $30 to $40 a week.
Any smart man or woman can do well. Send to us
for terms and agents' circulars. Address
THE COTTAGE HEARTH CO.,
Boston, Mass.
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F. I. STASUY, Photographer and: Crayon Artist.
Specialty of Fine Cabinet and Card Photographs. All the latest styles with sceni'1
backgrounds. Copying and finishing—all sizes and styles.

Life-Size Crayon Portraits from Life or from Old Pictures.
STUDIO, No. 86 Lisbon Street,
.
LEWISTON, MAINE.
O"first Premium lit the State Fair for the finest collection of Photographs. Also for best Crayon Drawings.

IOSEPH rn LLOTT'S
* STEEIYPENS. (
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

IMI. IE. ZHZ-A.ZRLO'Vvr,
■atarfaetepir of pun umfmMmy*
A LARGE FRESH STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND.

CARAMELS AND CREAM GOODS A SPECIALTY.

223 Main St,, and 268 Lisbon St,, College Block, Lewiston, Me.
JOHN JAMES &

SON,

§e WAMWGM,

L

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES & PROVISIONS Jfoukt £aUiap MnUn$,
FLOUR OF ALL GRADES.
230 LISBON ST., - - LEWISTON, ME.

AII

PAPER HANGING, &o ,

orders promptly attended to.

Bates St.. Near Mam, Lewiston, Me.

6E0R6E B. /IWW00D,

WHITTUMTFARRAR,
(Successors to Jordan ft Wliittum,)

DEALER IN

DRY GOODS. TRIMMINGS, 4C. Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers
97 Lisbon St., 2 Pilsbury Block,

w H WHITTUM ;
O.D.FARR»R.

LEWISTON, ME.

i

Court St

- °PP-

Elm Hou8e

.

AUBURN, ------- MAINE.
All Goods Guaranteed and Prices Low as the Lowest

WALKER BROS.,

SMITH & MITCHELL,

DEALERS IN

Dealers In All Kinds of

Fresh, Salt, Snaked, id Pickled Fist, Coal, and Wood Fitted and MM
Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters.
Uoods delivered without extra charge in all parts of the city.

28 Bates St., opp. Main St. F. B. Church.

omcE m yARD NEflR ENG|NE Hm£
Between

L. SMITH.

Batea

and

Prankiin

Terms strictly c. o.

D.

Streets.

I. MITCHELL.
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YOU WILL FIND A GOOD LINE OF

m

kn»
BOTH PLAIN AND FANCY,

(Formerly C. S. Xewell,)
CORNER LISBON AND MAIN STS.,
LEWISTON, MAINE.
«y Having had a number of years' experience as head clerk for Mr. Xcwell, I feel confident that I can
give perfect satisfaction to all my friends and patrons. Please call and examine my goods and satisfy
yourselves that they are exactly as represented.

EASTEM STEAM DYE HOUSE.
COATS, PANTS, SHAWLS, SACQUES, Ac.,

Dyed, Cleansed, and Repaired.

BONNETS and HATS BLEACHED aid PRESSED
KID GLOVES COLORED AND

CLEANSED.

J. 1). BEAL, 105 Lower Main St., Lewiston, Me.
E. Bff. MASON,

PAINTER AND PAPER HANGER.
House, Sign, and Decorative Painting, Graining, Glazing,
Kalsomining and Wall Tinting.
All work done in a workmanlike manner- Shop OVer J. W. Covell'S HameSS Shop. Mail! St.
The Best Assortment of

H A I* r> W A R E
Can be found at the Store of

Wf^Q *tr* *cS'*car

ta*

*i*v ffl. *$2*

235 Main Street.
Bird Cages, Clothes Wringers, Skates, Fine Pocket
and Table Cutlery, Fishing Tackle, Whips, &c.
W
Under Clark's Drug Store,
Cor. Lisbon and Ash Sts.
E2TAll work done in the Best Possible Manner, and Guaranteed to Give
Satisfaction or No Charge Will be
Made.

E. & M. S. MILLETT,
DKALEHS IN

MILLINERY & FANCY GOODS,
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.
D'foods Carefully Selected and Prices Reasonable. £1

DR. D. B. ©TROUT,

11 K f t 8 1?,
Corner Main and Lisbon Streets,
OVER GARCELON'S DRUG STORE.
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RICHARDS & MERRILL,

orcnaii

ailo

•t

AND DEALERS IN
AN:

Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, &,c.
We have always on hand a very large and choice selection of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and novelties, which we make to order, and" guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can be had in Maine.
O* A full line of Fine Suits and Overcoats always on hand. Our Motto: Quick Sales at Small l'rofits.

No. 1 Lyceum Hall Building,
J

Buy Shirts, Collars, Cuffs,

Lewiston, Maine.

J. B. SAWYER,
MAKER OF

-AND ALL-

FURNISKIN® GOQDS
AT

ROBIE'S SHIRT STORE.

Gents' Boots and Shoes
OF ALL KINDS. SEWED AND PEGGED;

Also Leather and Rubber Repairing
Done in a Workmanlike Manner.

Room No. 3, Journal Block. Up Stairs.

OR. EMERY BAILEY, WAKBFIELD BROS.
'/•

31-2 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.
_,
GllS

. , . . .
,-, ,
,„ ..
Administered to Extract leetll.

[STERBROOK'S

STEEL
PENS

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals,
Fancy and Toilet Articles, Sponges,
Brushes, Perfumery, etc.

r T"K
WATCHMAKER,

Tim U' u I Hi I C1 o Hi M v j> u i v i.11 <j
Leading Numbers: 14, 048,130, 333, 161.
For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, N. J.
26 John St.; New York.

All Kinds of Hair Jewelry and Solid Work Made to
Order or Repaired. No Apprentices.
D. W WIGGINS DRUG STORE. NEW NO. 213 LISBON ST.
I icw.slmi,

Maine.

MRS. M. B. SPRAGUE,

Fessenden I. Day,
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers,
No. 5 Journal Block,
Lisbon

Street, Lewiston, Maine.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

PIANOS and ORGANS
And Musical Merchandise of all kinds,
LEWISTON, MAINE.
Pianos and Organs to Rent and for Sale on Installments.

The Bates Student.

DISEASE CURED
WITHOUT MEDICINE!
A Valuable Discovery for supplying Magnetism to the Human System. Electricity
and Magnetism utilized as never
before for Ueuling the Sick.
THE MAGNETION APPLIANCE CO.'S

Magnetic Kidney Belt
FOR MEN IS

WARRAJTED TO CORE WOS&
diseases without medicine: Pain iu the Hack, Hips,
Head, or Limbs, Nervous Debility, Lumbago, General Debility, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Diseases of the Kidneys, spinal Diseases,
Torpid Liver, Gout, Seminal Emissions, Impoteney,
Asthma, Heart Disease, Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Erysipelas, Indigestion, Hernia or Rupture, Catarrh, Piles, Epilepsy, Dumb Ague, etc.
When any debility of the GENERATIVE ORGANS occurs, Lost vitality, Lack of Nerve Force
and Vigor, Wasting Weakness, and all those Diseases of a personal nature, from whatever cause,
the continuous stream of Magnetism, permeating
through the parts, must restore them to a healthy
action. There is no mistake about this Appliance.
C are afflicted with
.afne Hack, Weakness of
the Spine, Falling of the Womb, Leucorrhoaa,
Chronic inflammation and I'lceration of the Womb,
Incidental Hemorrhage or Flooding, Painful, Suppressed, and Irregular Menstruation, Harrenness,
and Change of Life, this is the Hest Appliance and
Curative Agent known. For all forms of Female
Difficulties it is unsurpassed by anything before invented, both as a curative agent and as a source of
power and vitalization.
Price of either Belt, with Magnetic Insoles, $10.
Sent by express C. O. D., and examination allowed,
or by mail on receipt of price. In ordering send
measure of waist and size of shoe. Remittance can
be made iu currency, sent in letter at our risk.
The Magnetion Garments are adapted to all ages,
are worn over the under-clothing (not next to the
body like the many Galvanic and Electric Humbugs
advertised so extensively), and should be taken off
ut night. Thcv hold their POWER FOREVER, anil
are worn at all seasons of the year.
Send stamp for the " New Departure in Medical
Treatment WITHOUT MEDICINE," with thousands
of testimonials.
THE MAGNETION APPLIANCE CO.,
218 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
NOTE.—Send one dollar in postage stamps or currency (in letter at our risk), with size of shoe usually worn, and try a pair of our Magnetic Insoles,
and be convinced of the power residing in our other
Magnetic Appliances. Positively NO COLD FEET
where they are worn, or money refunded.

TO THE LADIES. LV

p. P. D0RJOT § C@.,
m
Cedar Street,
T-.EWI.ST03S]", Is/LA.T1SIJ3.

THE LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE

Flour, Groceries, Provisions, k,
In the City, can be found with

NEALET & MILLER,
Cor. Main and Bates Sts., Lewiston.
a $ - li .:: ■ i: i Prices always guaranteed.

A. M. JONES & CO.,
DEALERS IN

BOOTS, SHOES, & ROBBERS,
No. 7 College Block,

LEWISTON, MAINE

T. J. MURPHY,
Dealer in and Manufacturer of

HATB, <GA?S, & FWM,
Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.
Sign-BIG GOLD HAT.

FOB ZBOSTOZLNT
VIA

STEAMERS
FROM

PORTLAND.
FARE, $2.00

Lewiston to Boston
(Limited Tickets.)
THE FAVORITE STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS & FOREST CITY

Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 7 o'clock P.M.,
and India Wharf, Boston, at 5 o'clock P.M., (Sundays exceptcd).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they
secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Hoston late
at night.
Through tickets for sale at all principal stations
on the Maine Central and Grand Trunk Hallways.
Tickets to New York, via the various Sound and
Rail lines for sale.
■airfreights taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen. Ag't.,Portland.

The Bates Student.

IX T. COOPER,
DEATJ.K OK

y&«va, MMiini,

THE COST OF

Fruit and Confectionery,

ADVERTISING.

Cor. Main and Park Sts., - Lewiston, Me.
Let the Bales Boys remember that

BELLEAU & POIEIER,
Are Dealers in all kinds of

tqnp FaRNWiNG GOODS,
Hats, Caps, Etc.,
128 Lisbon Street, - - - Lewiston, Me,

TO PRESERVE THE HEALTH
Use the Mugnctiou Appliance Co.'s

MAGNETIC LUNG PROTECTOR
They are priceless to Ladles, Gentlemen, and
Children with Weak Lungs; no case of Pneumonia
or Croup is ever known where these garments are
worn. Tliev also prevent and cure Heart Difficulties, Colds, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Throat Trouble.*, Diphlheria, Catarrh, and all kindred diseases.
Will wear any service for three years. Are worn
over the imder-dothintr.
PATAPRH ltis ,ie<'("('SH ,0 describe the sympUn I il nilUi tonis of this nauseous disease that is
sapping the life and strength of only too many of
the fairest and best of both sexes. " Labor, study,
and research in America, Europe, and Eastern
lands have resulted In the Magnetic Lung Protector,
affording cure for Catarrh, a remedy which contains
No DRUGGING OF THE SYSTEM, and with the continuous stream of Magnetism permeating through
the afflicted organs, must restore them to a healthy
action. We place our price for this Appliance at
less than one-twentieth of the price asked by others
for remedies upon which you take all the chances,
and we especially invite the patronage of the many
persons who have tried drugging their stomachs
without effect.

For any responsible advertiser, making application in good faith, we prepare and furnish a written
estimate, showing the cost of any proposed advertising in the leading Newspapers of the United
States and Dominion of Canada.
We prepare and exhibit printed proofs of any
proposed advertisements.
For the preparing of estimates no charge is made,
and the applicant is placed under no obligation to
transact his advertising business through us unless
it appears to him that by doing so he will best advance his own interests.
A copy of the advertisement, a list of the papers,
the space the advertisement is to occupy, and the
time it is to appear, should all be given with the
application for an estimate of the cost.
When an advertiser does not know what he wants
or what he ought to do, he can designate some sum
of money within which he wishes to limit his expenditure; this will enable us to prepare for him
such a list of papers as will be the best for his
purpose, within the limits which he prescribes.
Send 10c. for 100-page pamphlet. Address

GEQ. P. ROWELU CO.
Newspaper Advertising Bureau,
(Printing House Square,
Opposite Tribune Building.

\
/

lO Spruce St., £Te~w "2"orlc

EZRA H. WHITE, D.D.S.

HOW TO OBTAIN VS&SZSftg&ES.

If they have not got them, write to the proprietors,
enclosing the price, in letter at our risk, and they
will be sent to you at once by mail, postpaid.
Send stamp for the " New "Departure in Medical
Treatment without Medicine," with thousands of
testimonials.
THE MAGNETFON APPLIANCE CO.,
218 State Street, Chicago, 111.
NOTE.—Send one dollar in postage stamps or currency (in letter at our risk), with size of shoe usually worn, and try a pair of our Magnetic Insoles,
and be convinced of the power residing in our Magnetic Appliances. Positively NO COLD FEET where
they are worn, or money refunded.

No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON, ME.

c

ut This Out

& Return to ns with TEH
CTS. & you'll get by mall

_. A00LDEN BOX OF GOODS

fhoMviUbring yo
. ouTnUnfoe MONEY. In One Month,
?1» in America. Absolute*'ertainty.
than anything else
Need no capital. II. Young,173UreenwickSt.N.Xarfc.

The Bates Student.

READER

READER

Are You Sick?
Or have you n FRIEND afflicted with any disease?
Investigate

COMPOUND OXYGEN
Nature's Life Renewer.

ASURECURE
FOB

CONSUMPTION,

NO CURE!
NO PAY!
DP, Lawrence's Cong! Balsam
is warranted to cure COUGHS, COLDS,
HOARSENESS, SORE THROAT,
and all diseases of the
Throat and Lungs.
We do not claim to cure consumption when
thoroughly seated, but we do claim that thousands
of lives might be saved every year by the timely use
of Dr. Lawrence's Cough Balsam.
Many people imagine they have consumption,
When in reality they only have a bad cold, which
can easily be cured by proper care and the right,
kind of medicine. We could fill columns with testimonials, but do not believe in that way of advertising. Our Idea Is to let everybody thai is afflicted
with a cough try .for themselves, anil if not perfectly
satisfied, return the empty bottle to the dealer of whom
it was bought and receive their money back.

Price for Trial Size, 25 Cts. Family Size, $1.00
per Bottle.

Remember, No Cure, No Pay!

Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Dyspepsia,
Rheumatism, Scrofula, and

NOTICE I

All Chronic Diseases
and eases of Nervous Exhaustion, Debility, Sterility, etc. Send for circular on a postal card, and
learn of this WONDERFUL SCIENTIFIC treatment.
Office and Home treatment, as may be desired, and
charges moderate. Address,
COMPOUND OXYGEN DISPENSARY,
147 THKOOP ST., Chicago, 111.

FOU

Fine Shoes at Reasonable Prices
Please call at the

BOSTON SHOE STORE,
113 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

PURMGTON & IRISH,

UNIMPEACHABLE TESTIMONY.
To a physician requesting his opinion of Compound Oxygen, Mr. William Penn Nixon, managing editor of the Inter Ocean, of this city,
writes:
THE INTER OCEAN OFFICE,
CHICAGO, April 4,1883.

Dear $in—You ask my opinion of Compound
Oxygen, in regard to its effic.iencv as a healing
remedy, and I am glad to be able to reply that I
have the greatest faith in it. Several years ago,
when laboring under very serious trouble with my
throat and lungs, at the instance of a friend iii
Boston, who had been similarly affected, I began
the use of Oxygen—began without much faith, but
the result was such that I am prepared to recommend its use to all persons similarly affected. At
the end of live months I found mvsel'f a well man,
and ever since I have enjoyed better health and
been more robust than ever "before. It seemed in
my case to strike at the root of the disease and
reform the whole system. I will recommend no
patent nostrum of any kind, but I deem it a duty to
the many alllicted with lung trouble in this country
to recommend to them the Oxygen. Perseveringly
and continuously used it will work wonders.
Yours truly,
Win. PENN NIXON.

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED.

Ifazors Honed and Concaved.
Corner Main and Park Streets, Lewiston.
Soaps, Oil, etc., for Sale.
18'»7.

ESTABLISHED

«fi»>

1867.

«P cSb Or Or- 23; «fo Ife 5

CLOTHING CLEANSED, DYED,
PRESSED AND REPAIRED.
Kid Gloves Cleansed and Dyed.
No. 25 Ash St., - - - Lewiston, Me.

Idaac ffoddard, Bentidt,
(Successor to DR. M. B. TREBLE,)

3 1-2 Phoenix Block, Auburn, Me.

The Bates Student.

STUDENTS, ATTENTION!
We solicit your co-operation in the sale of the new and popular work, " OUR
HOME." So popular has this work become that we have had it translated, and
are now publishing a German edition.
We shall make better terms to Agents during the Summer than ever before,
on this or on any other publication.

A Liberal Salary Guaranteed to Students
And other First-Class Agents.
For further information consult W. D. WILSON, of the College, or call on or
address
W. C. KING & CO.,
Corner Nichols and Vale Streets, Lewiston, Maine.

C. Y. CLARK,
JWjFt JB0«Pdf • wem
CARRIAGES FURNISHED FOR FUNERALS AND PRIVATE PARTIES.
^.11 Oxdexs ZFxoxxxptlsr -A.ttexj.cLed. to.
LE-WISTON,

....

IWCA-ITxTE.

8B0R&B F. BWTTOMT,

HAIR DRESSER,
232 Lisbon Street, Two Doors South of P. 0.,
Up Stairs, Lewiston.

HAIR CUTTING,

|A

f DR. f

llUDYESI
(BEFORE.)

-

-

-

15 CENTS.

More than 12 years' experience in the business.

(AFTER.)

ELECTRO-VOLTAIC BELT and other ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES are sent on SO Days' Trial TO
MEN ONLY, YOUNG OR OLD, who are suffering from NERVOUS DEDILITV, LOST VITALITY,
WASTING WEAKNESSES, and all those diseases of a
I'EI'.SDNAL NATURE, resulting from ABUSES nnd
OTHER CAUSES.
Speedy relief and complete
restoration to HEALTH, VIGOR and MANHOOD
UUAB.ANTF.ED.
Send at once for Illustrated
Pamphlet free. Address

VOLTAIC BELT CO.. Marshall. Mich,

PATENTS

MUNN & CO., of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, cont inue to net as Solicitors for l'atents, Caveuts. Trade
Marks. Copyrights, for the Unitert States, Canada,
England, France, Germany, etc. Hand Book about
Patents sent free. Thirty-seven years'experience.
Patents obtained throuch MUNN & CO. are noticed
In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, the largest, bent, and
most widely circulated scientific paper. $3.20 a year.
Weekly. Splendid engravlnes and Interesting Information. Specimen copy of the Scientific A
•loan sent free. Address MUNN & CO., SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN Office. 201 Broadway, New York.

The Bates Student.

S14& &AW»»RYt
35 Lisbon Street.

BRADBURY & SMITH, Proprieiors.
All work warranted to give satisfaction
or no charge will be made.

w

ABOVE ALL COMPETITORS

FINE PRINTING. LOW PRICES,

tiivrivA
OF ALL KINDS EXECUTED AT THE

-*THB

JLlGHTgyNNiNg

Journal Job Office,
LEWISTON, MAINE,
One of the Largest Printing Houses East of Boston.

Having a very extensive Job Printing Establishmcn
furnished with the very liest appliances of Presses, Type
and Workmanship, we especially solicit orders for Fine
Printing of all kinds,

For Manufacturers or Business Men,

TAGS, LABELS,
PAY ROLLS,
BLANK BOOKS.
We also make a specialty of

First-Glass Book anil College Printing
SCCII AS

PROGRAMMES,
CATALOGUES,
ADDRESSES,
SERMONS, &c.
Don't send out of the State for these goods, for
we guarantee to give

SEWING MACHINE CO30 UNION SQUARE.NEW YORK

CHICAGO, ILL.••■-TZT" ORANGE, MASS.
3

AND

ATLANTA. GA.—

■ . 0 A-AWfftWftJW [j

FOR SALE BY

jL

I

Good Work at Low Prices
IT All orders addressed to the

PUBLISHERS OF JOURNAL,

m

SULLIVAN &HILDRETH, Lewiston.

Lewiston, Maine.

Maine Central Railroad
CHANCE OF TIME.
Additional Winter Train for Boston.

CHANDLER

and Standard Books,
Blank Books, Stationery,

Monday, Oct. Iff, 'S3

Passenger Trains leave Lewiston lower
Station:
6.30 A.M.. for Brunswick, Bath. Rookland,
Augusta, Portland, and Boston,
s.io A.M.. (Mixed.) for Farmington, arriving
at Farmington at 1.42 P.M.
10.."0 A.M.. for Brunswick, Bath, Portland, and
Boston.
:5.05 P.M.. (or Farmington.
5.30 P.M.. for Brunswick. Bath. Augusta, and
on Saturdays for Waterville.
11.20 P.M.. (every night.) for Brunswick. Bangor. Aroostook Co.. St. John, and
Boston, and for Bafh, Saturday
night only. Does not run beyond
Bangor, Sunday mornings.
This train returns to Lewiston on arrival of
Night Pullman trains from Bangor and Boston,
Arriving in Lewiston at 1.40 A.M.
Passenger Trains leave Auburn :
7.28 A.M., for Portland and Boston.
11.14 A.M., for Portland ami Boston.
•_'.4S P.M.. for Winthrop, Waterville, Skowhegan. Farmington, and Bangor.
4.18 P.M., for Portland and Boston.
10.45 P.M., (Mixed.) for Waterville, Skowhegan, and Bangor.
PAYSON TUCKER.
F. K. Boothhy.
Gen'l Manager.
Gen'l Pass, and Ticket. Agent.
PORTLAND, Oct., 1883.

THE MORNING STAR
A large find excellent religious paper for the family
or for any person. Price, $'2.00.

ESTES,

I

ox AMD AFTER

Passenger Trains leave Lewiston upper
Station:
7.20 A.M., for Portlaml and Boston.
11.10 A.M., for Portlaml and Boston.
2.58 P.M., for Winthrop, Waterville, Skowhegan, Farmington, Bangor, Aroostook Co., and St. John.
4.15 P.M.. for Portland and Boston, arriving
in Boston via Eastern Railroad's
Fast Express at 9.30 P.M.
ll.io P.M.. (Mixed,) for Waterville, Skowhegan, and St. John.

&

KKALKKSIN

Periodicals, Auto, and Photo. Albums,
Paper Hanging's, Window
Shades, Etc.,

45 Lisbon St.,cpp. Music Hall, Lewiston
You can get your WATCH CLKANED
anil WARRANTED for SI.00,
AT B. E. POMEROT'S,
No :i Frve Block.
A Pine Assortment of Jewelry always on hand.

Go to Perkins? Cigar
Store for all kinds of
Cigars, Tobacco, Pipes,
and Cigarettes.
E. PERKINS.
Perkins' Orchestra

Bg-Vt'c arc prepared to furnish from one to eleven men
at the shortest notice, for Wedding Parties, Exhibitions,
Dramatic Entertainments, Balls, Private Parties, Assemblies, etc.
Cornet and Piano furnished if desired.
Call on or address E. Perkins. Lewiston, Me.
Office ut Perkins' Chair Store.

NTH

ARSAjlte-lifWATCHES-JEtfELRytoc.
' .n -FIRST-CLASS-REPAIRlNC,-.,
\4-6 LISBON ST. LEWISTON, /VIE.

•

It.

XJtXliXVJO J3iO X. 5

Manufacturer of

SUNDAY SCHOOL PAPERS,

PICTURE FRAMES,

LITTLE STAB and MYRTLE, arc published alternate
weeks, Prioe, 86 cents eavhj In packages to one address,
25 cents eiich.
QrABTBRLT aid three grades of LESSON LEAVES.
Send onlcrs. or for sample epics to
I. D. STEWART, DOTSB, N. II.

Mouldings, Oval Mini Square Frames. Pictures,
Photographs, Stereoscopic Views, at Wholesale and
Retail. Also, a Large Line of Brackets, Paper
Hangings ami Window Shades of all descriptions,
and Lowest Prices guaranteed. Pictures of every
description Framed t» Order. Orders by Mail or
Kxpress promptly attended to.
No. 2 Centennial Block, Lewiston, Me.

LAKE AUBURN

Mineral Sorina Hotel.
OPEN FROM

DeWitt House.
Opposite Public Park, City Hall, and
Post Office.

JUNE TO OCTOBER.

THE COMMERCIAL MEN'S HOME.

Five Miles from Lewislon and Auburn.
First-Class in Every Particular.

Banquets and Catering

For rates and Information, address

For Parties a Specialty.

FRANK A. HALE, Proprietor.
CL.OTI1I1VG !

FRANK A. HALE, Proprietor.

The Largest Stock aud Best Assortment of

CLOTHING !t

IT^S- •*•"
In Lcwiston, is to be found at

BICKNELL & NEAL'S. 86 Lisbon Street, corner Ash.
Also one of the Largest anil Best Stocks of Hats, Caps, Trunks, Umbrellas, an.l Gents' Furnishing
t»ooils. H e manufacture large quantities of our own goods, thus enabling us to offer a Kirsl-Class Article
lor Less Mottey than any Other firm In the City. And we guarantee in every case the Latest Styles an.l
Best of r its. 49- Graduating Suits a specialty.
BICKNELL & NEAL, 86 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

Bookseller.
NEW AND SECOND-HAND ROOKS,

(%zficne£{
AND DRALKR IN

BLANK BOOKS,
ALBUMS, AND
ART NOVELTIES.

College Stationery a Specialty

On nearly every subject, at Low Prices.
Blank Books, Stationery, Newspapers and Magazines, Albums, &C. Old Hooks Bought, Sold, ami
Exchanged.
Second-Hand School and College
Text-Hooks a Specialty.

THE BLUE BOOKSTORE
120 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
GENTLEMEN, we call your attention
to our Splendid Line of 6hoes, which
embraces a large variety of Standard
makes, including all grades from the
finest to the coarsest. Prices always the
lowest and a Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

MELCHER

&

MILLER,

UNDER MUSIC HALL. LEWISTON. MAINE.
GREAT BARGAINS IN

No. 2 Frye Block,

STUDENTS'
FURNITURE
Large Stoek of all kinds of

LEWISTON, - MAINE.

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,
Both New and Second-Hand. Call and
Knainine for yourself.

FINE GOODS.

LOW PRICES.

S. RECORD, Lower Main St.

